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Indians on Vacation by Thomas King 

Discussion Questions 

 

1. Bird says, “It was bad enough when my demons were just shapeless emotions and 

unpredictable moods, but as soon as Mimi named them, they began to take physical 

form.” Eugene and the other demons become characters throughout the book. In 

what way do they help tell the story? Do you think Mimi has demons, too? 

2. At one point, the couple forgets to bring their novels to dinner and Bird thinks, “Now 

we’re faced with the real possibility of having to talk to one another.” How do Mimi 

and Bird talk to one another? How do they not talk to one another? 

3. Do you think Mimi and Bird actually believe they will find information about Uncle 

Leroy or the Crow bundle on their travels? 

4. Why did Oz write the story of Uncle Leroy? How did you feel about this ending?  

5. Oz and Mimi never meet - do you think Oz is real? Or is he another “demon”? 

6. Mimi and Bird both talk about wanting to make a difference, to change the world. 

After seeing the refugees in Budapest, Mimi even says “We did nothing. Oh, we were 

sympathetic and we were outraged, but we didn't do anything.” How does this 

sentiment follow them through the story?  Is it relatable? 

7. Bird gets knocked to the ground twice in the book. At what points does this happen?  

8. Bird is feeling dissatisfied with his professional contributions to the world. How is that 

impacting his overall wellbeing?  

9. Indians on Vacation represent “own voices” stories with Indigenous characters written 

by an Indigenous author. Does this book challenge any stereotypes of Indigenous 

people? 

 

Themes to discuss: Travel, Family History, Depression, Aging, Residential Schools, Marriage 
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